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  Yr. 11 Revision Guide on the Elderly and Death 

 
This revision guide includes the following sections: 

 Section 1 – Christian beliefs about life after death 

 Section 2 – Definitions of death and vegetative state 

 Section 3 – Issues surrounding old age and Christian 

responses to old age. 

 Section 4 – The Hospice Movement. 

 Section 5 – Issues surrounding euthanasia. 

 Section 6 – Christian responses to euthanasia. 

 
Section 1 - Christian beliefs about life after death 

 

 

1) Why is belief in an afterlife particularly important to religious people? 

 A belief in the afterlife is like a mirror. It forces us to reflect and reassess how we 

are living our lives. What we do today does not just affect this life but the one to 

come also. 

 Belief in an afterlife produces a reason for people to be moral in this life. We will 

one day be accountable for how we have lived our lives. 

 There is so much injustice in this world that there needs to be an afterlife for 

justice to be restored. Evil people like Hitler and Stalin will pay for what they 

have done. What about all the innocent people who have been the victims of evil 

like Jewish children murdered in gas chambers during World War 2? An afterlife 

provides the opportunity for the wrongs inflicted on these people to be righted. 

 

 

2) What does Christianity teach about life after death? 

Christian belief about life after death comes from both the 

teachings of Jesus and from  the belief that after he died he 

came back to life again – this is called the resurrection. 

 

3) What do the teachings of Jesus tell us about life after 

death? 

In Luke 16: 19-31, Jesus tells a parable (story with a 

religious meaning) about a rich man who takes little notice 

of a poor man called Lazarus begging at his gates. Read 

this parable now. The parable tells us that: 

 You may be poor and suffering on earth, but by 

living a good and holy life you will be rewarded 

with heaven (eternal life with God) like Lazarus. 
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 You may be powerful and rich on earth, but if you are ungodly and lack 

compassion you will go to hell (eternal separation from God) like the rich man. 

 Those who go to hell have only themselves to blame. God has warned of the 

consequences of a bad life through the Jewish prophets (messengers of God) like 

Abraham and Moses. 

In the New Testament Jesus talks of life after death in very matter of fact terms. In 

John 14 Jesus says that he is going to his Father (God) to prepare a place for all his 

disciples (followers) in his Father’s house (heaven). 

In Luke 23:43 one of the criminals who was crucified with Jesus says that he believes 

that Jesus is the Son of God. Jesus tells him ‘today you will be with me in paradise 

(heaven)’.  

 

4) What does the death and resurrection of Jesus tell us about life after death? 

St. Paul (one of the first Christian apostles or messengers) tells us in 1 Corinthians 15: 

 Jesus was crucified and came back to life (the resurrection) and appeared before 

many people.   

 Through his death and resurrection Jesus defeated sin and death. 

 Through belief in Jesus, we too will be resurrected in spiritual and not material 

bodies. Therefore death is not something to be afraid of. Christians say that their 

salvation (the healing of their relationship with God) is bound up in the death and 

resurrection of Jesus. 

Important Christian beliefs about life after death are contained in the Apostle’s 

Creed. 

 

 
 

5) What is the Apostle’s Creed? 

The Apostle’s Creed is something that many Christians say together in church as part 

of their worship. The creed goes right back to a few hundred years after the death of 

Jesus. 

 

6) What does the Apostles Creed say about life after death? 

As part of the creed Christians state that ‘We believe in the resurrection of the body 

and the life everlasting’. So Christians definitely believe in an after life. Some 

Christians believe they will be given spiritual bodies while other Christians 

(particularly in medieval times) believe in a literal resurrection of the physical body. 
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Christians believe that all human beings will be judged. Many Christians believe that 

Jesus will be the one who does the judging when he returns in glory to the world – 

‘(Jesus) will come again to judge the living and the dead’. So there will be two groups 

of people: those who are members of the Kingdom of God and will have eternal life 

with God and Jesus in heaven, and those who have rejected God in their lives and will 

endure eternal punishment in hell. 

 

7) Isn’t this a little harsh condemning (sentencing to punishment) people to eternal hell? 

The Christian idea of judgement is not just about condemnation. Christians believe in 

a God who offers salvation (a close relationship with God) to all who wish to take it. 

For Christians to receive this gift from God they must accept God as king of their 

lives.  

Jesus warned people to fear God more than any human being because God has far 

greater powers: ‘Do not be afraid if those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul; 

rather be afraid of God, who can destroy both body and soul in hell’ (Matthew 10:28). 

 

8) So what will heaven be like? 

It will be a place of bliss and never-ending happiness. Jesus pictured heaven as a 

party, a banquet that people will share with God (Luke 14:15-24). 

 

9) So do all Christian believe in just a heaven and hell? 

No they don’t. Many Roman Catholics believe in heaven, hell and purgatory – a half 

way stop between earth and heaven where people are cleansed of their sin before they 

are allowed to enter heaven. 

 

10) If we don’t believe in any life after death isn’t life a bit pointless if death is the end of 

everything? 

It depends on your point of view. Humanists (people who are atheists but believe in 

living a good life) would argue that life is what we make it. Just because there is no 

afterlife does not mean that life is pointless. They say that there is no God who is 

going to judge us and make everything all right. Sometimes evil people do get away 

with terrible things and innocent people do suffer – that is just the way life is and 

there is no point pretending that a God is going to make everything all right. That is 

why we have to work hard in this world to make it a moral place where evil people 

like Hitler and Saddam Hussein are stopped from abusing human rights. Our human 

destiny is very much in our own hands. 

 

11) How do Christians commemorate (remember with respect) the dead? 

In class we watched a documentary about a young man called Richard who died from 

a brain tumor in a children’s hospice. After he died he was placed in the ‘starfish’ 

room where together with his family and friends a priest blessed his body. After a 

person dies they are mourned (to remember the dead and express grief). The priest 

said that they were all in ‘Christ’s presence’ and gave thanks and praise for Richard’s 

life. He prayed that through Jesus Christ death would be ‘the gate to eternal life and 

fellowship’. At Richard’s funeral the priest commended his soul to God and entrusted 

his soul to God’s mercy. Family and friends gathered outside the church after the 
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funeral service to pay their last respects and to see Richard’s coffin being lowered 

into the ground. The priest then says: ‘we therefore commit his body to the ground; 

earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust; in sure and certain hope of the Resurrection 

to eternal life, through our Lord Jesus Christ’. On many tomb stones are written the 

letters R.I.P. which means rest in peace which again infers that the dead may go on to 

a more peaceful place. 

 

 
 

12) How can religion help the dying and the bereaved? 

 Going through the dying process obviously brings about a feeling of despair 

(great sadness). The belief in a loving compassionate God and the hope for a 

better life after death can bring great comfort to the dying. 

 With a religious faith the bereaved are assured that there loved one who has died 

is now beyond suffering and in a better place. They also have the comfort that 

they will one day meet their loved ones again in a better existence. 

 In the Christian religion a priest can visit the dying and offer spiritual comfort. 

They may pray, read passages from the Bible and share Holy Communion. They 

can also offer spiritual comfort to the bereaved as well. 

 A Christian funeral helps the bereaved come to terms with the death of a loved 

one. It also offers tremendous hope of a better life after death. 

 Some people who do not have a faith choose to have a Christian funeral. This 

might be because it is traditional in our society to have a funeral in a church or it 

could be because deep down in everyone there is a hope that death is not the end 

of existence. 

 

Section 2 - Definitions of death and vegetative state. 

 

13) At what point is someone dead? 

Most people accept the clinical definition of death, i.e., death is when the heart stops 

beating (cardiac arrest), the lungs stop working and there is no sign of any brain 

activity. However, some people who are clinically dead can be resuscitated 

(remember Pam Reynolds?). Many scientists are not entirely sure exactly when death 
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occurs and some scientists who have studied near death experiences claim that 

consciousness may carry on in the brain even after cardiac arrest. 

 

14) What does it mean when someone is ‘brain dead’? 

Some people are referred to as being ‘brain dead’, when they have an irreversible loss 

of all brain function. A person who is brain dead lives with the help of a life support 

machine. A life support machine is a machine that artificially keeps someone alive, 

for example, a patient might be on a kidney dialysis machine or a machine that keeps 

them breathing. So without the help of a life support machine the patient would die. 

 

15) What does it mean when someone is in a vegetative state? 

Some victims of accidents, such as car crashes, enter a long-term coma. They are 

able to breath without help but their cerebral cortex which controls their thinking 

and feeling capacities, is damaged. So this condition where the body is alive but the 

patient is not conscious is called a vegetative state. 

 

16) If someone in a vegetative state has no thinking and feeling capacities, aren’t they 

really dead? 

Some people would argue that they are really dead and efforts should not be made to 

keep them alive since they clearly have no quality of life. Other people argue that 

such people are still human beings and so should be kept alive. It is worth 

remembering that some coma victims do regain consciousness. In a recent scientific 

study which we looked at in class, it was shown that people who were in a persistent 

vegetative state (PVS) could respond to what was being said to them. A woman who 

was in a PVS was told to imagine that she was playing tennis and the relevant part of 

her brain responded. Does this mean that if patients are in a PVS and where the 

doctor is discussing whether to switch a life support machine off or remove a feeding 

tube (passive euthanasia) the patient might be aware what is going on? 

 

Section 3 - Issues surrounding old age and Christian responses to old 

age 

 
17) Are people in the UK generally living to an older age? 

Yes. At the moment the average life expectancy for a man is 74 and for a woman 75. 

The trend in the UK is definitely for people living longer lives. This contrasts with 

some Third World countries like Africa 

where life expectancy is around 48. 

 

 

18) What are the implications for society of 

more people living longer? 

The UK now has to support over 10 million 

retired people. Those who do not work 

have to be supported by those who do – 

this is the basic principle of the welfare 

state. This situation is known as the 
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demographic time-bomb which means that if we have a high percentage of the 

population who are old and need hospital care and pension funding, then society in 

the future might not be able to afford such provision. Another term for the 

demographic time-bomb is grey-tsunami. The term grey-tsunami implies that in the 

future society will be overwhelmed by the burden that old people might place on it. 

 

19) What are some solutions to the demographic time-bomb? 

 We could pay more tax to support the welfare of old people. 

 We could extend the retirement age so old people are employed for longer 

therefore contributing to society. 

 Old people could be forced to sell their homes and therefore contribute to the care 

they receive. 

 

 
 

20) What are some of the consequences of getting old in our society? 

Negative consequences 

 Failing health - diseases like rheumatism, arthritis, cancer and conditions such as 

strokes and heart attacks are more likely to affect the elderly. A condition known 

as dementia is more likely to happen in old age. This is where the person loses 

their mental faculties and becomes confused. Alzheimer’s disease is a condition 

that can effect the old where dementia occurs. 

 Poverty – Over 70% of senior citizens depend on the Old Age Pension which 

amounts to only 15% of average earnings. 

 Loneliness – over 2 million old people live on their own. This is a direct result of 

the nuclear family being the main type of family in the U.K. The old person’s 

relatives may live many miles away and be too busy to keep in touch. 

 Ageism – ageism means being prejudice and showing discrimination to old 

people. Some people may perceive old people as being useless and therefore 

become ageist in their attitudes. 

Positive consequences 

 With improved health care old people can stay fit longer and take up new hobbies. 

 Grandchildren can be a great source of pleasure and joy. 
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 Old people can help look after their grandchildren which can take pressure away 

from parents. 

 Old people can become involved in voluntary work and contribute to the 

community. 

 

21) Isn’t it the responsibility of family to take care of the old? 

In the past, relatives supported older members of the family. Several generations of 

the same family lived together or close by. This arrangement is called the extended 

family and often still exists in Asian communities in the UK where it is seen as a 

great honour to look after elderly relatives.  Most families in the UK today have just 

two generations living under the same roof – they are called nuclear families. People 

in nuclear families sometimes feel under pressure with careers and bringing up 

children and don’t want the extra burden of looking after elderly relatives. Some 

critics think that nuclear families encourage a more selfish society where the needs of 

the elderly can be forgotten about. 

 

What do you think? Would you rather live in a nuclear or extended family? Which 

one is better for society as a whole?      

 

22) What happens to old people when they can no longer look after themselves? 

It depends how independent the old person is. Many old people live at home and are 

eligible to be looked after by a care worker for up to eight hours a week. We saw a 

documentary (A Carer’s Story - BBC TV Panorama 2004) drawing attention to some 

of the problems associated with care work. Most care work is contracted out by the 

local authorities to private agencies who it was shown do not adequately train staff. 

You saw the undercover care worker trying to cope with an impossible work-load 

who came into contact with old people who needed specialist medical attention. She 

felt frustrated that she was not equipped to help them. What does this documentary 

tell you about society’s attitude to old age? Are old people out of sight and out of 

mind? 

 

21) What about old people who are less independent and cannot live at home? 

When old people are no longer capable of independently looking after themselves, 

there are local authority nursing and old people’s homes, as well as privately run 

care homes. Some nursing homes are ‘means tested’, this means that the old 

person’s personal wealth is taken into consideration and they have to pay for what 

they can afford. They may even have to sell their homes to pay their bills. 

 

Do you think that all nursing homes should be paid for by the welfare state, i.e., by 

the tax payer? Remember there are 10 million retired people in the UK. Would you 

be prepared to pay higher taxes to take care of old people? 

 

22) What are nursing homes like to live in? 

There is a great difference in the quality of nursing homes provided in this country. 

Some give very good care to old people, however, many have been criticised for 

allowing conditions which dehumanise old people. They are seen as society’s 
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rubbish bin for people who are no longer useful. Old people can be treated like 

second class citizens by institutions who rob them of their dignity. It is worth noting 

that in other cultures, particularly Asian, it is almost unheard of for old people to live 

in nursing homes. They would, instead, be living with members of their extended 

family. 

We saw part of Tony Robinson’s documentary – Me and My Mum BBC TV 2006. 

He was very angry at the way our society ignores old age and the fact that so little 

welfare money goes into caring for the aged. His mum suffered from Alzheimer’s 

disease and lived in a care home and often appeared to be distressed. Tony Robinson 

visited an Italian woman who was living with her 92 year old mum at home who also 

suffered from Alzheimer’s disease. He was impressed that the old woman was calm 

and did not seem distressed. Her daughter also seemed quite happy and on the whole 

enjoyed caring for her mother. 

 

23) What are Christian responses to old age? 

Christians believe that if a society is going to be truly 

compassionate then all its members should be valued 

including the old. The sanctity of human life says that 

everyone is intrinsically valuable no matter how useful 

they might be. Many Christian churches provide 

voluntary visitors who visit the old both at home and in 

care homes. Christian ministers and priests also visit the 

elderly sometimes administering the Eucharist or Mass 

for those who can’t get to church. Christians are also 

active in giving financial support and practical help to 

the Hospice Movement (see below) which provides a 

great deal of care to the elderly who are about to face 

death or bereavement (losing a loved one). In the Old Testament it says ‘honour your 

mother and father’ which clearly indicated that we all have a duty to care for elderly 

parents. 

 

 

 

Section 4 - The Hospice Movement 
24) Are their any institutions set up to help people who are dying?  

Yes. The Hospice Movement was set up to provide care and a suitable resting-place 

for dying patients. 

 

25) Who founded the hospice movement? 

A group of Irish nuns from the Sisters of Mercy started the 

Hospice movement at the beginning of last century. A nurse 

called Cicely Saunders founded the modern hospice movement 

in 1967 in East London.  

 

 

Cicely Saunders 
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26) What are the aims of the hospice movement? 

Although the Hospice Movement is run by Christians you do not need to be a 

Christian to be a patient in one. These are the main aims: 

 To relieve pain. The hospice movement specialises in palliative care which 

means the control of pain. 

 To help patients, relatives and friends face up to forthcoming death. It is very 

important that people face their worries and anxieties about dying. Although most 

hospices have a Christian foundation, no attempt is made to convert people. 

Hospices are open to people of all faiths and those who have none. 

 To care for the mental and emotional needs of friends and relatives. Hospices 

exist to help people both before and after the bereavement. This is why hospices 

believe that counseling is a very important part of their work. 

 

 
 

As we have already mentioned, in class we saw a documentary about a children’s 

hospice called Douglas House. The documentary focused on a young man dying from 

a brain tumor called Richard who was also severely mentally retarded. His palliative 

care was very effective and he seemed not to be in distress. He was placed in a 

sensory room where coloured patterns were projected on the ceiling and walls while 

calming music was played. His family were given counseling both while Richard was 

dying and after he had died. 

 

27) Who pays for the work of the hospice movement? 

There is no government grant available for this work so hospices depend on fund-

raising, personal donations and money left in the wills of well wishers. 

Do you think that the work of the hospice movement is so important that the 

welfare state should financially support it? 

 

28) How long do patients stay in hospices? 
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Because places are limited most hospices are able to offer short-term residential care. 

Patients might initially enter for a two-week period. As their health declines they 

enter for longer, but they can choose to die either in the hospice or at home. 

 

 

 

Section 5 - Issues surrounding euthanasia 

 
29) What does the word euthanasia mean? 

Euthanasia comes from two Greek words meaning ‘gentle (good) death’. The Pro-

Life Alliance (an anti-euthanasia pressure group) defines it as any action or omission 

(failure to act) which is intended to end the life of a patient through compassion on 

the grounds that his or her life is not worth living. 

 

30) What are the different types of euthanasia? 

 Non-voluntary euthanasia is when the person is too ill to ask for death but is 

killed because it is seen as being in their best interest (illegal in the UK). 

Involuntary euthanasia happened in Nazi Germany when disabled and sick 

people were killed without their permission (illegal in the U.K.). Active 

euthanasia is withholding treatment with the deliberate intention of ending life or 

giving a drug that will end life. Active euthanasia is broken down into the two 

types of euthanasia we have studied which are voluntary euthanasia and passive 

euthanasia. 

 Voluntary euthanasia. This means actively aiding someone to die when that 

person has asked for this in order to avoid more suffering. It is not the same as 

suicide, the act of killing oneself. Voluntary euthanasia requires the assistance of 

a third person – whether a doctor, relative or friend. At the moment voluntary 

euthanasia is illegal in the UK. It has been legal in Holland and Switzerland with 

very strict guidelines, since 2000 and is called assisted suicide. Assisted suicide 

is a type of voluntary euthanasia where drugs that will kill are offered to the 

patient via a glass and straw. The patient then voluntarily takes the drug. 

 Passive euthanasia. This means ‘letting’ a person die by withholding treatment. 

Examples include not resuscitating someone after a heart attack, and turning off a 

life support machine. One form of passive euthanasia involves giving pain relief 

treatment in such high doses that, as well as relieving pain, it also quickens death. 

This is called the doctrine of double effect. Diane Pretty (Please help me to die 

BBC Panorama 2001) was denied voluntary euthanasia but was a recipient of 

passive euthanasia right at the very end of her life. Double effect does not mean 

giving an over-dose of pain killers in order to deliberately kill someone – death is 

rather a by-product of pain-relief. 

 

31) In what situations would someone seek voluntary euthanasia? 

Note - like abortion euthanasia is a complex moral issue. Most people rarely totally 

agree or disagree with euthanasia. Look at the situations below. In which situations 

would you agree and disagree with euthanasia. Know your reasons and think about 

examples where possible. 
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 Incurable, on life support machine, never expected to regain consciousness. Case 

study – Tony Bland badly injured at Hillsborough football stadium in 1989, lay 

in a coma for months and dependent on life support machine. As there was no 

chance he would recover the court gave permission for his life support machine to 

be switched off. This is an example of passive euthanasia. 

 Dying from an incurable and painful illness. Case studies – Diane Pretty and Reg 

Crew who both suffered from motor-neurone disease. 

 Not much pain or danger of death but dependent for all physical needs. For 

example, Tony Niclinson who had ‘locked in syndrome’ after he suffered a severe 

stroke. 

 Dying from an incurable but not very painful disease. For example, some forms of 

terminal cancer where palliative care is effective. 

 Incurable and painful illness but will not die. For example, some forms of 

arthritis. 

 Tired of living but not close to death. For example, some forms of depression 

particularly manic depression. 

Look at the evaluation exercise that we did in class so you can clearly argue 

when you feel euthanasia can be justified. 

 

32) Who should ultimately make the final decision regarding euthanasia? 

It depends on your own point of view. Should it be the patient, the patient’s relatives, 

the doctor’s or should lawyers be involved?  It could be one or all of these. There are 

other considerations as well, for example, where should euthanasia take place? At 

home, in a hospice or hospital? Should there be a time delay between granting 

voluntary euthanasia and actually carrying it out? 

Look at your own personal law on euthanasia which we did in class in order to 

clarify who you think should be involved in a decision on euthanasia. 

 

33) What are some of the main arguments for legalising voluntary euthanasia? 

 Euthanasia allows people to die with dignity. 

 When someone feels that they have no quality of life, surely it is their human 

right to decide when they die. ‘Dignity starts with choice. If I choose to live it 

would be appalling if society killed me. If I choose to die it is equally 

appalling if society keeps me alive.’ (Ken-Whose Life is it Anyway). The 

Human Rights Act states that ‘It is an absolute human right not to be 

subjected to inhuman or degrading treatment and every human being should 

have personal autonomy (freedom) over their own bodies.’ 

 Relations and friends also suffer when they see a loved one in pain. Death is a 

happy release for everyone. Remember Brian Pretty and Diane Pretty’s mother 

who were both very distressed at Diane’s condition. Reg Crew’s wife also spoke 

about how relieved she was that her husband was no longer suffering after he 

received euthanasia in Switzerland. 

 

34) What are some of the main arguments against allowing voluntary  euthanasia? 

 Human life is sacred. Only God has the right to take human life. 
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 Doctors take the Hippocratic Oath whereby they promise to do everything they 

can not to poison or bring harm to patients. 

 Voluntary euthanasia would place an intolerable strain on some very sick people 

who see themselves as an expensive burden on relatives and society. They may 

feel coerced into voluntary euthanasia when they don’t really want it. 

 With the growth of the hospice movement and the development of effective 

palliative care (pain relief) no one needs to suffer intolerable pain. 

 Voluntary euthanasia is just another word for murder. 

 

35) Is voluntary euthanasia really the same as murder? 

We did an evaluation question in class on this 

question. The definition of murder is illegally 

taking another human beings life, however, if 

voluntary euthanasia were legalized in this 

country then it wouldn’t technically be murder. 

We normally associate murder with taking 

someone’s life against the victims will but 

voluntary euthanasia would always require the 

patients consent (agreement). 

 

 

 

 

 

36) With such good palliative care available today why did Diane Pretty campaign for 

voluntary euthanasia to be legalised? 

Diane Pretty claimed that the nature of 

motor-neurone disease was that even 

with all the palliative care available 

(remember she eventually died in a 

hospice) it was still very painful and 

robbed her of her dignity. So in her case, 

she felt that palliative care could not give 

her the quality of life she needed. 

 

 

 

37) How did Diane Pretty campaign for voluntary euthanasia to be legalised? 

She approached the human rights group, Liberty. Liberty argued that under the 

Human Rights Act which states that no one should be subjected to degrading or 

inhuman treatment and that everyone should have personal freedom over their own 

bodies, Dianne Pretty had a strong case for requesting voluntary euthanasia. They 

went first of all to the UK courts and then to the European Court of Human Rights but 

lost. Diane Pretty was eventually died through drugs administered to help her breath 

i.e. passive euthanasia. 
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38) So if you are in a situation like Diane Pretty is there nothing you can do? 

Reg Crew (Reg’s Last Journey – Tonight with Trevor 

McDonald - ITV 2003) was a 74-year-old who had 

motor neurone disease but went to Switzerland to die. 

He contacted an organisation called Dignitas run by a 

lawyer called Ludwig Minnelli. Reg Crew was 

interviewed and examined by a doctor then taken to a 

flat where a hospice nurse gave him the poison to kill 

himself. This is a type of voluntary euthanasia which 

is usually referred to as assisted suicide. His wife 

could have been prosecuted on her return to England. Helping someone to commit 

suicide is a criminal offence in the UK. Critics of Dignitas say that it has become too 

easy to die. There have been recent reports that people with severe manic depression 

have been allowed to die with Dignitas. Today Dignitas charges £5,568, which 

includes funeral arrangements, for their services. They have helped over 1000 people 

to die and accept people with terminal illness and severe mental and physical illness. 

Most people who make a reservation with Dignitas do not go through with the 

assisted suicide. 

When we watched the video on Reg Crew a spokeswoman, Vivian Nathenson, from 

the BMA (British Medical Association) said that if voluntary euthanasia were 

legalised then some of the most vulnerable members of society would be placed 

under undue pressure to end their lives early against their true wishes. She also 

argued that with proper palliative care most people can in fact die with dignity. 

 

 

39) What pressure groups and organisations are against voluntary euthanasia? 

The Pro-Life Alliance says that the right to human life is the most basic right of all. 

It supports research into palliative care. It believes that society needs to be protected 

from moves to encourage euthanasia. Another important pro-life pressure group 

against the legalization of voluntary euthanasia is ‘Not Dead Yet U.K.’. We saw 

Kevin Fitzpatrick a member of Not Dead Yet U.K. arguing with Tony Nicklinson 

who had locked in syndrome. Kevin Fitzpatrick argued that legalizing euthanasia 

would devalue human life and create a society where the sick and disabled are not 

seen as full human beings – Kevin Fitzpatrick is himself disabled. 

 

In 2012 Tony Nicklinson wanted to change U.K. law 

to allow a doctor to inject him with a lethal drug 

which would kill him. He would have been unable to 

drink the poison himself like Reg Crew who had 

assisted suicide because Tony was too ill. Tony 

pointed to the fact that in Holland hundreds of 

patients a year are allowed voluntary euthanasia 

through injections from doctors. Tony failed in his 

legal bid. He became ill with pneumonia and refused 

medical help and consequently died (passive 

euthanasia). 
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In class we saw a YouTube clip where the scientist Stephen Hawking who also has 

locked in syndrome said that his quality of life was good, which implies that he is 

not considering euthanasia. Does this mean that Tony Nicklinson might also have 

learnt over time to have a good quality of life? 

 

40) What pressure groups support legalising voluntary euthanasia? 

The Voluntary Euthanasia Society (or EXIT) argues that if someone has no quality 

of life then the most compassionate thing to do is to allow euthanasia. They advocate 

the use of living wills which a patient signs to show that they do not want doctors to 

keep them alive artificially i.e. it might help doctor’s administer passive euthanasia 

more easily. 

 

41) With technical advances in medicine and hospital machinery how long should we 

keep people alive with life support machines? 

It is absolutely true that ‘hi-tech’ hospital equipment which has been developed in 

recent years including life-support machines together with advancements in drugs 

can help keep people alive for much longer. This is obviously a good thing if the 

person has a good quality of life. But what if the person is kept alive only to endure a 

poor quality of life? Quality of life may be defined as: not to suffer constant or 

extreme pain; to be mentally able; not to feel depressed; to be reasonably mobile (so 

you are not stuck in one place all the time; and to have good relationships with other 

people. Some elderly people who years ago would have died through ‘natural causes’ 

can be kept alive for many years but in a condition where they do not have a good 

quality of life. This is a complex moral issue and raises the question ‘is keeping 

someone alive at all costs a good thing?’ Even some Christians would question that 

keeping someone alive at all costs might not be a good thing. Some people criticize 

Roman Catholics for believing so strongly in the sanctity of human life may be at the 

cost of the quality of human life. If we believe that human life is so sacred that we 

must keep people alive does this take the decision whether to live or die away from 

the individual? Does it reduce our self-determination? A good cases study 

highlighting this issue of how long we should keep someone alive is that of Tony 

Bland. 
 

42) What happened to Tony Bland? 
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In 1989 Tony Bland was badly crushed 

when football supporters surged forward at 

Hillsborough Stadium. He was rushed to 

hospital with crushed ribs and two 

punctured lungs, which interrupted the 

supply of oxygen to his brain. As a result he 

was left in a ‘persistent vegetative state’ 

(PVS) with no brain activity but his body 

kept alive on a life support machine – there 

was no hope of recovery. In 1992 Tony’s 

family together with the local NHS trust 

went to court to get permission to switch 

the life-support machine off. The case went to the House of Lords and in March 1993 

doctors finally received permission to switch Tony’s life-support machine off. This 

case study shows one of the rare cases in the U.K. of active euthanasia because Tony 

Bland was in no position to give his consent. 

 

43) What might Christians make of the Tony Bland case-study? 

While Christians obviously uphold the sanctity of human life and are generally 

against voluntary euthanasia, in extreme cases like this they would apply their reason 

which has been given to them by God and many would conclude that the most 

compassionate and rational (intelligent) thing to do is to allow active euthanasia.  

 

44) Apart from the case-study of Tony Bland are there any other examples of the use of 

life-support machines? 

Kidney Dialysis machines help people with renal (kidney) failure to carry on living 

and lead a relatively normal life so most people would   support their use. Iron lungs 

are life support machines that keep people alive who cannot breathe. A small minority 

of Christians might disapprove of life support machines because we are ‘playing God’ 

by keeping people alive. Most Christians would say that life support machines are a 

good thing because human life is sacred and life support machines protect human life. 

 

45) What about the use of life support machines in keeping premature babies alive? 

In class we saw a documentary called 23 

Week Old Babies. Premature babies born 

around 23 weeks are placed in life 

support machines, however, they are 

highly likely to die within hours or days 

and many will suffer before they die. 

Many people argue that it is more 

compassionate to allow the baby to die 

rather than put it in a life support 

machine. Christians are divided on this 

issue: some Christians would support the 
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use of life support machines at all costs because human life is sacred and intrinsically 

valuable, whereas other Christians would say that allowing the baby to die naturally is 

more compassionate and the ‘lesser of two evils’.   

 

Section 6 - Christian responses to euthanasia  

 
46) What are Christian attitudes to euthanasia  

Christians believe in the sanctity of life (you should know what this means by now!) 

and so therefore are generally against euthanasia. The Bible passage ‘God created 

humans in his own image’ (Genesis) can be seen as upholding the sanctity of human 

life - there is a part of God in every human being and human beings are 

fundamentally different from the animal kingdom, through worship they are capable 

of a special relationship with God and they have been given the gift of free will. 

Therefore, to take human life away is a sin against God. In Corinthians humans are 

described as ‘God’s Temple’ which is holy and must never be destroyed. However, 

some Christians also emphasise Jesus’ teaching on compassion and to follow Jesus’ 

command to ‘Love your neighbour as you love yourself’ which could mean that some 

forms of euthanasia including voluntary euthanasia can be justified. Seen in this light 

voluntary euthanasia could then be seen as the lesser of two evils and could therefore 

in some circumstances be justified. These Christians would be known as relative 

moralists. Jesus himself during his lifetime made a great priority of relieving people’s 

suffering and some Christians would use this fact to argue that sometimes the most 

compassionate thing to allow voluntary euthanasia. However, ‘Love your neighbour 

as you love yourself’ could also be an argument against euthanasia - if we allowed 

euthanasia some of the most vulnerable members of society, for example old people, 

might feel coerced into having euthanasia when they don’t really want it so they 

might need protecting. 

The Roman Catholic Church tends to take a stronger stance against euthanasia than 

the Anglican Church. Pope John Paul 11 has often 

said that human life should always be preserved. He 

criticises the modern ‘culture of death’ where 

abortion and euthanasia are seen as easy options. Pope 

John Paul 11 also said that ‘True compassion leads 

to sharing another’s pain; it does not kill the 

person whose suffering we cannot bear’. Therefore 

many Catholics would regard euthanasia as a form of 

murder which expressly goes against the 

commandment in Exodus which says ‘Do not murder’. 

Remember Pope John Paul 11 was himself the victim 

of Parkinson’s disease (a disease very similar to motor 

neurone disease) and although he suffered greatly he 

was vigorously opposed to voluntary euthanasia right 

up until his death. 

 

The Anglican Church is also strongly against voluntary euthanasia, however, it does 

realise that there is a case for passive and active euthanasia in certain situations and 
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that human life does not have to be prolonged by doctors by all available means. 

Some Anglicans might even argue that there is a case for voluntary euthanasia in 

exceptional circumstances like Diane Pretty’s. It might be said that the Roman 

Catholic Church tends to lean towards absolute morality and the Anglican Church 

leans more towards relative morality on this issue.  So there is a diversity of opinion 

regarding euthanasia in the Christian church. 

In class we saw a video interview (BBC Learning Zone) with a Church of England 

Christian doctor, Cathy Myers, who was arguing against voluntary euthanasia. She 

said that: 

 If voluntary euthanasia was legalized some of her patients might mistrust her 

because they might think that she would pressure them into taking assisted 

suicide. 

 If voluntary euthanasia were legalized money might not be invested into hospices 

and palliative care. Investing in hospices and palliative care shows true Christian 

compassion in a way that voluntary euthanasia does not. 

 

Remember that Christians believe in a God who has suffered as a human through 

his Son Jesus, so God understands human suffering. 

The Christian writer C.S. Lewis 

said that if humans did not suffer 

they would remain like little 

children in a play pen. Through 

suffering we can become more 

spiritual and compassionate 

beings. Christians believe in a 

better life to come after death and 

so many would argue that the last 

few weeks of life might be a time 

to draw closer to God and loved ones before going to heaven. Voluntary 

euthanasia, many Christians argue, would mean that you are throwing this 

opportunity away. C.S. Lewis’ own wife died of cancer. 

 

47) If people can be kept alive on life support machines isn’t this interfering with the will 

of God when in any other circumstance they would be dead? (This is a past GCSE 

question). 

Some religious people would agree with this statement. In Acts it says that God has 

fixed each person’s life span and therefore to unnaturally interfere with this plan by 

using life support machines is like playing God and is a sin. 

Some religious people would disagree by saying that God has given us the gift of 

intelligence and therefore not to use technology in the form of life support machines 

is a sin. Surely it is God’s will that we look after life as long as possible. If we are 

made in God’s image (Genesis) then we have responsibility to look after the world 

and preserve human life in the best way that we can, Who knows when ‘God’s time’ 

for death is? 

 

Revise the sheet of important quotes concerning matters of death. 
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